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As noted in Shield, MITRE clearly views deception 
capabilities as a must have in the modern security stack 
to truly deter and manage adversaries. In Shield’s new 
tactics and techniques mapping, deception is front and 
center across a spectrum of 8 active defense tactics—
CHANNEL, COLLECT, CONTAIN, DETECT, DISRUPT, 
FACILITATE, LEGITIMIZE and TEST along with 33 
defensive techniques. Illusive’s deception capabilities 
are reflected in 27 of these techniques. For security-
conscious organizations, MITRE’s stance is clear: active 
defense requires deception, not from a very sophisticated 
maturity level, but from the very beginning of any active 
defense approach.

IT Security teams the world over have long turned to the 
MITRE ATT&CK framework to gain deep understanding of 
cyber adversaries’ tactics and techniques collected from 
MITRE’s comprehensive real-world observations. 
Security professionals now turn to MITRE once again with 
the release of Shield, a rich knowledge base built over 
a decade of enemy engagement, detailing tactics and 
techniques for defenders to implement in order to achieve 
an ‘active defense’ posture. 

For CISOs, IT Security Administrators, Security Operations 
Center analysts, Incident Response teams and even board 
members, Shield provides some of the most effective 
cybersecurity techniques and strategies for building out a 
comprehensive active defense.

MITRE Shield’s Strategy for an Active Defense

New Tactics and Techniques

“Active defense ranges from basic 
cyber defensive capabilities to cyber 
deception and adversary engagement 
operations. The combination of these 
defenses allows an organization to not 
only counter current attacks but also 
to learn more about that adversary 
and better prepare for new attacks in 
the future.”

—MITRE Shield

Illusive and MITRE Shield
SOLUTION GUIDE

Enabling ‘Active Defense’ With Distributed Deception

Recently, MITRE published a report titled, The Cyberspace 
Advantage: Inviting Them In! - How Cyber Deception 
Enables Better Resilience, making clear their support for 
the use of deception in combatting cyber threats. In the 
report, MITRE notes:

“Incorporating deception into cyber defenses can be used 
to detect malicious actions, manage adversaries once they 
are inside and collect intelligence about their tactics and 
techniques. Strategically employing cyber deception, and 
sharing the cyber intelligence derived from deception, can 
better inform defense and resilience.”
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In this brief, Illusive overlays our 
deception and attack surface 
management capabilities to MITRE 
Shield along with a brief description 
of how the Illusive Platform helps you 
address a given technique.

Enabling ‘Active Defense’ With 
Distributed Deception
The high impact risks exploited by Advanced Persistent 
Threat actors can only be mitigated, reduced and 
eliminated through Active Defense, including pre-
emptive action on key attacker exploits, a deception layer 
protecting high value assets, and real time alert intelligence 
provided by the Illusive Active Defense Suite.. Illusive 
provides centralized management across the largest and 
most distributed environments. Three modular components 
can work together or be operated separately to preempt, 
detect, and respond to cyberattacks.

 Attack Surface Manager 
The Illusive Attack Surface Manager (ASM) continuously 
analyzes and removes unnecessary credentials and 
pathways, reducing the attack surface. 
 
Attack Detection System 
Attack Detection System (ADS) makes it impossible for 
attackers to move laterally by transforming every endpoint 
into a web of deceptions.
 
Attack Intelligence System 
Attack Intelligence System (AIS) delivers human readable 
on-demand telemetry for current attacker activities to 
speed investigation and remediation.
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ID Name Illusive’s Application to Technique

DTE0001 Admin Access Illusive Attack Surface Manager (ASM) detects whether administrator access has 
been enabled on a certain system. Illusive ASM also removes admin access in an 
attempt to force an adversary to perform privilege escalation to install a rootkit 
(DUC0196).

DTE0003 API 
Monitoring

Using Illusive's real OS decoy systems, Illusive monitors countless Win32 APIs 
which allows defenders to observe what attackers are doing on the OS level.

DTE0004 Application 
Diversity

With Illusive Attack Detection System (ADS), Illusive provides a wide range of 
applications and services—SWIFT, Mainframe, Web applications, Tomcat, Jenkins, 
IIS—as decoys to help defend against malicious activities. For example, a defender 
can set up decoy systems or processes using a wide array of applications. These 
applications can be hardened to test an adversary's capabilities, or easily exploited 
to entice an adversary to move in that direction (DUC0219). Furthermore, Illusive 
Attack Intelligence System (AIS) is used for luring attackers inside a decoy network 
which has real applications.

DTE0008 Burn-In With Illusive ADS, security teams can prepare a decoy system by logging into the 
decoy account and using it in ways consistent with the deception story, creating 
artifacts in the system that make it look legitimate. Additionally, with Illusive 
AIS, any decoy system automatically collects activity logs and appears to be a 
legitimate system.

DTE0010 Decoy 
Account

Illusive is able to plant deceptive credentials placed on a host which can entice an 
attacker to act upon them. This covers several use cases: using decoy accounts 
and monitoring them for any activity that might reveal adversary manipulation. 
Create decoy user accounts which are used to make a decoy system or network 
look more realistic and more. (DUC0044) (DUC0004)

DTE0011 Decoy 
Content 

With Illusive ADS—which places deceptions on endpoints which authentically 
mimic credentials, connections, files, and other data that look to an attacker as 
though they will facilitate lateral movement—Illusive is able to cover many use 
cases, including: utilizing decoy network shares to provide content that could be 
used by the adversary; planting decoy emails containing deceptive content and 
breadcrumbs to lure the attacker toward deception systems; creating breadcrumbs 
or honey tokens to lure attackers towards the decoy systems or network services; 
and many more.

DTE0012 Decoy 
Credentials

Illusive ADS puts credentials in a wide range of locations (registry, memory, 
network) to significantly increase chances of an attacker to encounter and engage 
with them.

DTE0013 Decoy 
Diversity

With Illusive ADS, a defender can use different operating systems, different 
network protocols (i.e., RDP, FTP, SMB, SSH, Telnet) to interact with adversaries 
and alert on their engagement. Additionally, decoy accounts can be created to 
serve as bait luring attackers into these traps. With Illusive AIS, a defender can use 
any desired full operating system to let attackers in and monitor their entire activity.

MITRE Shield Coverage

https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0001
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0003
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0004
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0008
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0010
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0011
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0012
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0013
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ID Name Illusive’s Application to Technique

DTE0014 Decoy 
Network

With Illusive AIS, a defender can create a decoy network that contains systems 
which are easily discoverable and appealing to an adversary to target.

DTE0015 Decoy 
Persona

Illusive creates decoy users that support the story of decoy credentials.

DTE0016 Decoy 
Process

Illusive ADS uses several techniques to create processes-related data on disk. 
In addition, Illusive transmits packets using various protocols, such as NBT-NS, 
browser and SMB, to deceive attackers that are passively listening on the network.

DTE0017 Decoy System The full-OS decoy system of Illusive AIS covers several use cases here: seeing 
if an adversary exploits vulnerable software in order to compromise the system; 
seeing if an adversary attempts to shutdown or reboot the device; running a 
remote service (such as telnet, SSH, and VNC) and seeing if the adversary 
attempts to log into the service; and much more.

DTE0018 Detonate 
Malware

Illusive AIS can be used to detonate malware and get a full record of its activities.

DTE0019 Email 
Manipulation

Illusive plants deceptive email messages to deceive attackers trying to collect 
sensitive information from the target's email account.

DTE0021 Hunting Illusive delivers full forensics capabilities on an endpoint level that can be used on-
demand. Data can be easily fetched via API and used to surface potential malicious 
activities. Furthermore, with the SOC optimization module, out-of-the-ordinary 
artifacts are automatically surfaced by the Illusive tool.

DTE0022 Isolation Illusive has several integrations with EPP and EDR vendors to allow for immediate 
isolation as part of any alert triggered from decoy engagement.

DTE0023 Migrate 
Attack Vector

Illusive AIS empowers defenders to: connect a suspect removable media device 
to a decoy system and see what happens when autorun is enabled; and move 
suspicious emails to a decoy system prior to opening and examining the email.

DTE0025 Network 
Diversity

Through the extensive capabilities of Illusive ADS, Illusive AIS, and emulations, 
Illusive is able to support several use cases, including: deploying a mix of network 
devices (systems, servers, printers, phones, etc.) to make a decoy network look 
realistic; deploying a variety of systems which reflect the use of multiple operating 
systems, hardware platforms, network services, etc.; and more.

DTE0026 Network 
Manipulation

With Illusive AIS, decoys can be used to manipulate network related attributes in 
order to alert on malicious activity and thwart credential theft.

DTE0027 Network 
Monitoring

Illusive has a solution that uses decoy network packets which allows detection 
of Network MITM attacks (DUC0089). Illusive decoys capture network traffic 
and logs and is capable of sending the information back to a central location 
(DPR0048). Illusive provides low-interaction decoys (service emulation) and high-
interaction decoys (real OS) to offer attackers attractive, authentic-looking targets 
so that defenders can detect them and understand their intentions.

MITRE Shield Coverage

https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0014
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0015
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0016
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0017
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0018
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0019
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0021
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0022
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0023
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0025
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0026
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0027
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ID Name Illusive’s Application to Technique

DTE0028 PCAP 
Collection

Illusive collects network (PCAP) data from a decoy environment (DPR0049). Both 
Illusive ADS and Illusive AIS have network traffic recording and identification 
capabilities.

DTE0029 Peripheral 
Management

Illusive AIS allows defenders to cover the following use cases: connecting one or 
more peripheral devices to a decoy system to see if an adversary has any interest 
in them; and when intercepting removable media being used by an adversary for 
relaying commands, a defender can plug the removal media into a decoy system 
or network to watch what commands are being relayed and what the adversary 
continues to do.

DTE0030 Pocket Litter Illusive ADS file share deceptions is a good example of pocket litter, where different 
types of data is placed in the decoy system to determine the attacker's motivation 
and objective. A defender can stage a variety of pocket litter files in order to 
determine if an adversary is interested in specific file types, subjects, etc.

DTE0032 Security 
Controls

Illusive ASM and Illusive telemetry capabilities can be used to track whether 
any change has been made to security controls, supporting the use case of 
implementing policies on a system to prevent the insecure storage of passwords in 
the registry. This may force an adversary to reverse these changes or find another 
way to access cached credentials.

DTE0033 Standard 
Operating 
Procedure

With Illusive telemetry and Illusive ASM capabilities, a defender can easily detect 
whether an adversary added a service outside of the SOP. Illusive ASM also allows 
restriction of privileges and alerts when users are added outside of the SOP.

DTE0034 System 
Activity 
Monitoring

Illusive ADS and Illusive’s telemetry capabilities collect myriad system activities 
such as changes in network, scheduled tasks, file deletions, and more.

DTE0036 Software 
Manipulation

With Illusive ADS and Illusive AIS, a defender can feed or redirect requests for 
credentials with false data that can be used to direct an adversary into a decoy 
network or system.

Schedule a comprehensive demo with one of our cybersecurity experts at 
illusive.com/request-a-demo/

See firsthand how the Illusive Platform can help you implement a MITRE Shield approach to 
‘active defense’ and stop cyber threats before damage is done.

MITRE Shield Coverage

https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0028
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0029
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0030
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0032
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0033
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0034
https://shield.mitre.org/techniques/DTE0036
https://illusive.com/request-a-demo/

